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                    Innovating Banking and Payments Worldwide

                    
                        Our global, next-gen platform empowers financial institutions and fintechs of all sizes with no-code building block technology. Quickly get to market and optimize profitability with i2c’s best-in-class credit, debit, prepaid and core banking solutions.
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            Watch the stories of visionaries 
            who brought their products to life without compromise with i2c.
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                Credicorp Peru’s digital banking service to cater to young Peruvians.
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                A cutting-edge Banking as a Service (BaaS)  payments program for fintechs
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                Credit Card program bringing Merchants and Community together.
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                Powering digital banking and instant payment solutions for today’s gig workforce
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                Starting the real-time earned wage access revolution
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                A banking alternative for Web3, with a mission to make cryptocurrencies and traditional currencies equal and accessible to everyone.
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                A white-labeled embedded lending solutions for banks, lenders and merchants worldwide.
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                Transforming the gaming industry with an omni-channel payment solution
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            i2c can make your vision a reality.

         View More
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                    Choose from over  100K pre-coded functions with our ‘point and click’  self-serve interface.
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                    Accelerate time to market and support virtually any use case with our 300+ APIs.
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                    DIGITAL ENABLEMENT

                    Instantly load card credentials into cardholder’s mobile wallets and leverage tools to deliver world-class digital experiences.

                    Learn More about DIGITAL ENABLEMENT
                 

            

        

    




  
    
		
			Last mile delivery services

			Deliver your program faster, more profitably and ensure a superior customer experience
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                  Outsourced program management
                

              

              
                Let us optimize your portfolio’s performance by combining our industry and platform expertise to meet your specific goals
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                  Outsourced customer support
                

              

              
                Integrate Customized Live Agent, IVR and Online Support via our unrivaled 24/7/365, redundant operations across four customer service centers
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                  Managed fraud services
                

              

              
                Establish real-time fraud detection and prevention for your program with our dedicated Risk Management Support Team
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                  Flexibility

                  	                      A single, global platform to facilitate expansion, scale and continuous innovation
                    
	
                      Self-serve from setup through changes and program management
                    
	
                      Multi-product, multi-use case: choose from credit, debit, prepaid and other lending types
	
                      Certified worldwide with all major card networks
	
                      Customer-centric architecture allows you the ability to personalize your customer offering


                  
                      FLEXIBILITY MATTERS – WATCH NOW! 
                  

              


            

          

        
      

      
        
          
            
              
                  Reliability

                  	
                      Maintain ‘culture of resiliency’ – resource, invest, train, inspect, test: repeat, repeat, repeat
	
                      Stellar authorization record
	
                      Active/Active redundancy
	
                      Outstanding engineering bench strength
	
                      24/7/365 monitoring


                
                    Reliability Matters – Watch Now!
                

              

              
                
                  
                

              

            

          

        
      

    

  

  
    
      
        Expand quickly and seamlessly anywhere in the world with one global platform.
        

        
          GLOBAL SCALABILITY MATTERS – WATCH NOW!
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                            Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	sessionId	session	This cookie, set by Microsoft, is used by the website to store the user's session ID and is sent with each request to the ASP.NET application.
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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                            Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	bcookie	2 years	LinkedIn sets this cookie from LinkedIn share buttons and ad tags to recognize browser ID.
	lang	session	LinkedIn sets this cookie to remember a user's language setting.
	lidc	1 day	LinkedIn sets the lidc cookie to facilitate data center selection.
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                            Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
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                            Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	2 years	The _ga cookie, installed by Google Analytics, calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_ga_RX3B2LZG46	2 years	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics.
	_gat_UA-38699341-1	1 minute	A variation of the _gat cookie set by Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager to allow website owners to track visitor behaviour and measure site performance. The pattern element in the name contains the unique identity number of the account or website it relates to.
	_gcl_au	3 months	Provided by Google Tag Manager to experiment advertisement efficiency of websites using their services.
	_gid	1 day	Installed by Google Analytics, _gid cookie stores information on how visitors use a website, while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the data that are collected include the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.
	_hjAbsoluteSessionInProgress	30 minutes	Hotjar sets this cookie to detect the first pageview session of a user. This is a True/False flag set by the cookie.
	_hjFirstSeen	30 minutes	Hotjar sets this cookie to identify a new user’s first session. It stores a true/false value, indicating whether it was the first time Hotjar saw this user.
	_hjIncludedInPageviewSample	2 minutes	Hotjar sets this cookie to know whether a user is included in the data sampling defined by the site's pageview limit.
	_hjIncludedInSessionSample	2 minutes	Hotjar sets this cookie to know whether a user is included in the data sampling defined by the site's daily session limit.
	_hjTLDTest	session	To determine the most generic cookie path that has to be used instead of the page hostname, Hotjar sets the _hjTLDTest cookie to store different URL substring alternatives until it fails.
	ad-id	8 months 18 days	The ad-id cookie is provided by Amazon Advertising for tallying user actions by tracking ad clicks on other websites, to provide targeted content.
	demdex	5 months 27 days	The demdex cookie, set under the domain demdex.net, is used by Adobe Audience Manager to help identify a unique visitor across domains.
	pardot	past	The pardot cookie is set while the visitor is logged in as a Pardot user. The cookie indicates an active session and is not used for tracking.
	SEUNCY	1 year	This cookie is used for registering a unique ID to identify the visitor's device on their revisit to the website.
	UID	1 month	Scorecard Research sets this cookie for browser behaviour research.
	undefined	never	Wistia sets this cookie to collect data on visitor interaction with the website's video-content, to make the website's video-content more relevant for the visitor.
	zc	1 year	Registers data on visitors from multiple visits and on multiple websites, to measure the efficiency of ads on websites.
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                            Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_kuid_	5 months 27 days	The cookie, set by Krux Digital, registers a unique ID that identifies a returning user's device. The ID is used for targeted ads.
	ab	1 year	Owned by agkn, this cookie is used for targeting and advertising purposes.
	ad-privacy	5 years 2 months 18 days	Provided by amazon-adsystem to make advertising messages more relevant to the users and their interests.
	audience	1 month	SpotXchange sets this cookie as a unique ID that tracks audiences internally. The cookie is used to limit the number of repetitive ads shown to the user.
	bkpa	6 months 1 day	Set by Bluekai, this cookie stores anonymized data about the users' web usage in an aggregate form to build a profile for targeted advertising.
	bku	6 months 1 day	Bluekai uses this cookie to build an anonymous user profile with data like the user's online behaviour and interests.
	CMID	1 year	Casale Media sets this cookie to collect information on user behavior, for targeted advertising.
	CMPRO	3 months	CMPRO cookie is set by CasaleMedia for anonymous user tracking, and for targeted advertising.
	CMPS	3 months	CMPS cookie is set by CasaleMedia for anonymous user tracking based on user's website visits, for displaying targeted ads.
	dpm	5 months 27 days	The dpm cookie, set under the Demdex domain, assigns a unique ID to each visiting user, hence allowing third-party advertisers to target these users with relevant ads.
	id	1 year 1 month	Set by Google DoubleClick, this cookie is used to create user profiles to display relevant ads.
	IDE	1 year 24 days	Google DoubleClick IDE cookies are used to store information about how the user uses the website to present them with relevant ads and according to the user profile.
	IDSYNC	1 year	This cookie is set by Yahoo to store information on how users behave on multiple websites so that relevant ads can be displayed to them.
	KADUSERCOOKIE	3 months	The cookie, set by PubMatic, registers a unique ID that identifies a returning user's device across websites that use the same ad network. The ID is used for targeted ads.
	KTPCACOOKIE	1 day	The cookie, set by PubMatic, registers a unique ID that identifies a returning user's device across websites that use the same ad network. The ID is used for targeted ads.
	mdata	1 year 1 month	This cookie is used by Media Innovation group and registers a unique ID to identify a visitor on their revisit, in order to show them relevant ads.
	ov	1 year 1 month	This cookie is set by the provider mookie1.com. This cookie is used for serving the user with relevant content and advertisement.
	personalization_id	2 years	Twitter sets this cookie to integrate and share features for social media and also store information about how the user uses the website, for tracking and targeting.
	test_cookie	15 minutes	The test_cookie is set by doubleclick.net and is used to determine if the user's browser supports cookies.
	tuuid	1 year	The tuuid cookie, set by BidSwitch, stores an unique ID to determine what adverts the users have seen if they have visited any of the advertiser's websites. The information is used to decide when and how often users will see a certain banner.
	tuuid_lu	1 year	This cookie, set by BidSwitch, stores a unique ID to determine what adverts the users have seen while visiting an advertiser's website. This information is then used to understand when and how often users will see a certain banner.
	u2	3 months	The domain of the cookie is owned by Sizmek. This cookie is used for advertising purposes.
	uid-bp-30833	14 days	This cookie is owned by StickyAdsTV and is used for targeting and advertising purposes.
	uuid2	3 months	The uuid2 cookie is set by AppNexus and records information that helps in differentiating between devices and browsers. This information is used to pick out ads delivered by the platform and assess the ad performance and its attribute payment.
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                            Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_auth_key	session	No description
	_hjSession_388501	30 minutes	No description
	_hjSessionUser_388501	1 year	No description
	_w_session	14 days	No description
	A3	1 year	No description
	C	1 month	No description
	chzdpsync	1 month	No description available.
	CMTS	3 months	No description
	eyeblaster	past	No description
	li_gc	2 years	No description
	loglevel	never	No description available.
	muc_ads	2 years	No description
	ndat	5 months 27 days	This cookie is set by the Ninthdecimal. This cookie is used for tracking the visitor across multiple devices. This tracking helps to retarget the visitor through multiple channels.
	pt	2 years	No description available.
	r1	session	No description available.
	sambapxid	1 year 1 month	This cookie is set by the provider Samba TV. This cookie is used for tracking the visitor across multiple devices including TV inorder to retarget the visitor through multiple channels.
	TS0136641e	session	No description
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